STUDENT BADGES

- Be Careful and Be Safe
- Don’t Be Safety Blinded Be Safety Minded
- Follow Traffic Rules and Be Safe
- You Can’t Fix Your Brain at a Body Shop – Buckle Up!
- While Driving Put off Mobile! Put on Seat Belt!
- Better to Arrive Late Than Never
- Courtesy and Common Sense Promote Road Safety
- Road Safety is a Mission, Not an Intermission
- Before Crossing Stop! Think! Then Act
- Kindness is Giving the Right of Way
- Look Carefully and Drive Safely
- Be smart, think, then Start
- Leave sooner, drive slower, live longer
- Drive as if every child on the street were your own
- Be careful and be safe
- At work at play let safety lead the way
- Safety is a simple ABC- Always Be Careful
- Safety on road, Safe tea at home
- The safe way is the best way
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